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The Keys 100 raises money to fund educational outreach and free prostate cancer 
screenings in South Florida and the Keys; the funding also supports prostate cancer 
research to improve long term survival prospects and eventually find a cure to this 
pervasive disease.

The full 100 mile race starts at Mile Marker 101 in Key Largo and finishes in Key West 
at Smathers Beach. A 50 mile race is also available that starts in Marathon and finishes in 
Key West.

The Keys 100 Relay Teams consist of up to six runners who divide the 100 miles into 
segments that match the individual team members’ abilities. The creative side of a relay 
team embodies naming the team, decorating the team vehicle, nicely insulting the 
competition along the way and making up clever and entertaining nicknames for the 
people you meet. Someone, and I am not mentioning any team names here except that 
they were an all female team featuring anatomical characteristics missing on me, 
nicknamed me, “Sunscreen,” a nickname that I find more acceptable than my last track 
coach’s assigned nickname for me: “Buttless.” To this day I am sensitive to that, rather 
the lack of that.

So how can a 100 mile race actually be a race? Some runners will finish in just under 11 
hours and some will take more than 24 hours. A mix of male and female, younger and 
older, slow and fast runners teamed up to relay all the way from Key Largo to Key West. 
Forty teams in all with 3-6 runners per team would start the trek at 0610 on Saturday 
morning at MM 101 in Key Largo, wondering how long it would take or even if they 
would make it to Key West by the end of the day.

Early on at the starting line you see all the team vehicles decorated with their names 
painted on the side. Teams like “Your Pace or Mine”, “Running like We Stole 
Something”, “Buns on the Run,” “We Thought This Was a 10K!” (with our friends Jim 
Schroeder, Gabi Keri and John Pyle) and many more cleverly created team names and 
themes with enthusiastic, hard core runners out for a day of fun in the sun. None of the 
participants are weekend warriors for sure.  These are serious runners capable of putting 
in the 15-30+ miles it will take to finish this race today. 

http://www.keys100.com/


Before we start to relay our personal and team experiences we want to extend our 
congratulations to Joe Ninke for winning the The Keys 50 miler with a time of 7:34:08, 
running in unrelenting intense sunshine, not a single rain shower and mostly cloudless 
conditions. I do not recall even a single cloud shadow or any shade until sunset.

Of course Joe finished well before the sun set and missed a very beautiful sunset (or 
watched the sunset, feet propped up, Key West Margarita in hand) while the more 
challenged of us enjoyed hours of exhilarating night running along the Highway 1 
construction zones, eventually ending up in Key West.

You may ask why Joe elected to run “just” a 50 miler. A valid question deserves a 
reasonable answer. Joe is running the Wickham Park 200 miler over Memorial Weekend 
in hopes of becoming just the second Wickham 200 finisher and claiming the fake rock 
trophy that Matt gives out to any 200 mile finisher. Free of charge. In other words Joe’s 
Key West 50 Miler is part of his 200 mile training program and reflects his determination 
to win the fake rock in the Wickham 200!

Continuing on, it is just a few miles down the road that you notice the teams that move 
ahead quickly and the teams that get left behind, but it is the team that you start to notice 
on the way to every exchange point that quickly becomes the topic of conversation as you 
move along the course. 

Steve Chin's team, “Shut The **** Up and Run,” is made up of his good friends and 
running buds Autumn Evans, Pat Renish, Anne Marie Logan, Jessica Crate and Jay 
Claybaugh; the team they were noticing the most was the “Six Pistols” a team of 6 guys 
from Miami that they would soon meet personally at MM 80 where both teams decided 
to stop for an exchange. 

In Steve’s words, “We introduced ourselves to each other then made small talk about 
running, blah, blah, blah …then we made our exchanges, hopped back in our vehicles and 
headed south playing leap frog with each other and honking our horns as we passed each 
other’s runner or vehicle!”

“Shut The *** Up and Run,” and “Six Pistols” enjoyed a very competitive Keys 100 
Relay with many interesting and fun interactions along the course. Rather than try the 
impossible and paraphrase Steve and his team’s experiences I will let Steve do the 
talking!

“This lasted all the way to MM 47 where we would meet again as both teams waited for 
their runner to come in and exchange to send the next runner over the dreaded 7 mile 
bridge in the middle of the day with the sun directly overhead and not a cloud in sight. 
No exchanges would be allowed for any team on the bridge so it is a solo run for 7 miles 
over the most picturesque span of the entire course. 

I volunteered to take on this task as I love to run in the heat. As I wait for my teammate to 
come in and tag up I make my way over to the “Six Pistols” vehicle and ask “who is 



running the bridge for you guys”? “The Mexican” one of them said as their team was 
made up of 4 Venezuelans, 1 Columbian and 1 Mexican which was clearly marked on the 
side of their vehicle. “What pace is he going to run” I asked? “About a 7:00 pace I think,” 
he said. “Cool, I will probably do the same” I said as if I was looking for company along 
the way…I was not. I just wanted some insight on my competition.

Their runner took off first as I stretched and anxiously awaited my start. Then off I went 
determined to track down the Mexican runner from the team that had become our friendly 
competition. I set off on a 6:30 pace not knowing how long I could keep it up in the heat 
but as I slowly closed the distance I got that adrenaline rush and passed by him 
continuing on to the end of this long bridge span shaving a few more seconds off my 
pace, tagging up with my teammate and capturing a little breathing room between our 
two teams. It was at this point that everybody seemed to get that racing spirit as we were 
now in the lead. 

We didn’t see the “Six Pistols” vehicle or runners anymore. They were behind us now 
and we were sure that we could maintain our lead from here.  We all had tired legs at this 
point in the day, everybody had at least 10 miles under their belt by this time so we 
shortened our 5-7 mile legs down to 2-3 mile legs during the heat of the day in an effort 
to keep from overheating. Little did we know that the pistols were shortening theirs even 
more to catch us!

It was around MM 20 that we first noticed they were back with us. We kept our legs short 
and they did the same until MM 4 where they were able to pass us again taking the lead 
as we entered into the city of Key West on southbound A1A. It was at this time we 
noticed they were exchanging in half mile or less increments, keeping the runner fresh 
and fast. Then we realized that we would have to do the same if we were going to catch 
them again with less than 4 miles to go.

As we started to exchange runners more rapidly they shortened their running times even 
more, now down to quarter miles or less. With just over a half mile to go we made one 
last exchange and there I was still breathing hard from the leg I ran no more than 5 
minutes ago, taking the baton from Jessica and going out with all I had left  as I knew this 
was it. I have 18+ miles logged for the day, my legs are tired and the tailwind we were 
enjoying for the last 97 miles had turned to a headwind as we entered Key West. I was 
close and getting closer running 5:00 pace at this point but not knowing exactly how far 
the finish line was as A1A winds along the ocean lined with trees and parked cars so you 
can’t see too far ahead. The team vehicles have been jockeying for position for the last 
several miles looking for places to pull over and exchange runners in this busy section of 
Key West but this was it. The spectators alongside the running route were clapping and 
yelling words of encouragement as we flew by them still unsure of how far the finish line 
was but knowing it had to be coming soon. The last exchange was made; the team 
vehicles and remaining members were parked at the finish waiting for the runners to 
come in, right? Wrong! The Six Pistols were waiting along the sidewalk with one last 
exchange. A fresh runner with less than 400 meters to go! As I watched them exchange 
runners in amazement and disappointment I could now see the finish line and I was a 



little more than 100 meters behind now having briefly lost my stride as I watched them 
make that final move. I then started kicking again running as hard as I could passing their 
vehicle and the rest of their team members who were now jogging in towards the finish.
I hit the finish line running hard as my teammates yelled and screamed filled with 
adrenaline from the excitement over the last several miles of racing, both on feet and in 
the vehicle, which had gone by in a flash.  Our finish time was 12:08:56, 20 seconds 
behind the Six Pistols.  We congratulated each other on our accomplishment of 100 miles 
run. The competition was over for now. 

For the next hour or so my teammates and I stood at the finish with our new friends; the 
“Six Pistols”, high fiving, shaking hands, hugging each other and exchanging names, 
emails and phone numbers. We talked about the next competition and other races we 
knew that were up coming and how we would love to do this again next year. For the last 
100 miles and for more than 12 hours we had just been in one of the best races we have 
had in quite some time and you could see it on everyone’s face. Smiles everywhere! 
What a great day this was and what a great team I raced with today. All of my team 
members exceeded the high expectations I had set forth before this race as we came in 
over 50 minutes earlier than the 13 hours I had predicted.

Great Job team! Great memories and too much fun. What’s next?”

Since “We Thought This Was a 10K!” ground out the 100 miles with three runners we 
had comparatively little time for the idle horseplay enjoyed by “Shut The *** Up and 
Run!” I can now see the advantages of having the full complement of six runners on 
one’s team. Here we see Steve, Jay, Jessica, Autumn and Pat up to something or another 
between their running segments.

Memo to Jessica: Please Explain? 



Keep Explaining!

Only Jessica Knows What’s Going on Here!

Of course the athletic ability exhibited by Steve’s team members is well known 
throughout the Space Coast Running Community. In this photo we enjoy a flawless baton 
hand off from Autumn to Jessica along the scenic Overseas Highway that traverses 
turquoise waters under azure skies.



Autumn Hands the Baton to Jessica Along a Scenic Stretch of the Overseas Highway

It was indeed hot out there on the road at times. Anne Marie takes a welcome break after 
burning through a sizzling segment around midday.

Anne Marie Getting Ready to Rest! Or Run?!



There were reports that some teams, in their desire to be Number One, were taking some 
short cuts out there. It is not clear whether Steve is giving a “Thumbs Up,” or trying to 
hitch a ride across the 2.5 mile long Dante Fascell Bridge! We’ll give Steve the benefit of 
the doubt!

Steve Gives a “Thumbs Up.” Or is Steve looking to hitch a ride?

Our team, "We Thought This Was A 10K," consisting of Team Captain Gabriella Keri, 
Jim Schroeder and John Pyle, plus our crew chief Tae Schroeder, finished in 16:07:05, a 
middle of the pack finish that we are quite proud of given that we had three runners and a 
full team is six runners. Our 25 / 50 / 75 / 100 mile splits were quite even at 3:59:16 / 
7:45:05 / 12:02:50 / 16:07:05.

The key to a successful Keys 100 finish is maintaining heat control. During the sun 
intensive periods I wore a long sleeved Running Zone Cool Max shirt with an ice 
bandanna as seen in these photos during a handoff and trucking along Overseas Highway 
1. This combination plus the obvious additions of a cap and maximum sunscreen proved 
quite effective. Incidentally, Brian Krogmann, the eventual 100 mile individual winner, 
wore a white long sleeved cool max topped with a short sleeved cool max and "French 
Legionnaire" type head gear plus ice bandanna, more clothing than I wore.



Gabriella Hands Off to Jim

Jim “Sunscreen” Schroeder Trundling Along the Overseas Highway



Brian Krogmann’s Heat Management Strategy --- Who Can Argue with Brian’s First 
Place Finish!

Heat management, as with all aspects of ultra marathoning, is highly individual in choice. 
The following photos show the opposite extreme for hot weather running apparel.

Gabriella Stays Cool “On the Road” Sporting Triathlon Garb



John Pyle Grinds along the Overseas Highway, Seven Mile Bridge on his Mind

John Pyle and I ran the last 3 miles together just before 10:00 PM southbound along A1A 
in a freshening sea breeze. Our conversation aptly illuminated the situation within which 
we "found ourselves," so to speak.

    Jim, totally exhausted: "What are we doing out here John? It’s dark, past my bedtime!"
    John, stating the obvious: "Man, I am beat Jim!"
    Jim, sarcastically: "No kidding, John, go figure."
    Jim, “Seriously man, are you OK John?”
    John, “Naw man, I'm pretty far from OK ... ”
    John, jokingly, or so I thought: "Let's turn 7:30s and get this over with!”
    Jim, exasperatedly: "Heat stroke! Has the heat gotten to you John?”

Precisely 22:30 later, after 3 miles at a 7:30 pace, we finished along with our team 
captain and main motivational coach, Gabriella, who had raced ahead, parked the crew 
van and sprinted back up course into the gusty sea breeze in order to synch up for our 
photo finish shown in the following set of photos!



“We Thought This Was A 10K!” Crosses The Finish Line!

Overwhelming Elation at the Finish!



We Did IT!

The Guys are Too Tired to Smile, While Gabriella’s Energy Stays at 100%! 



Then about 20 minutes later the 100 mile solo winner, Brian Krogmann of LA, rewarded 
us with a 5:30 100th mile to a fantastic 16:31:10! We were lucky to have seesawed along 
the course with Brian much of the 100 miles so a new friendship emerged. Brian offered 
up this quote at one point: “Training for a 100 miler is like training to get hit by a truck.” 
Classic.

Brian Krogmann Finish!

Another Space Coast Ultra marathoner, Mark Jackson, made an heroic attempt at 
finishing the Keys 100 miler solo after training relentlessly on trails. Transitioning from 
trail-based “Time on Feet, Time in Heat,” to a hard surface ultra is very very difficult. 
Mark's feet totally fell apart around Mile 60. All of the skin peeled off of his toes due to 
extensive blistering. His crew performed a shoe surgery -- ala Matt Mahoney style—to 
cut the toes out. The new improved footwear got him through to Mile 80, but the last 20 
just was not going to happen in the Keys 100 this year.

Here is a picture of the shoe surgery, which took place around mile 60. You can not see 
the blisters on the bottom of his feet, which were by far the worst, particularly the left 
foot. The skin peeled off and was bleeding and oozing!  I think that it is safe to say that 
Sara Jackson will run the Wickham 50 this weekend in Mark's place!



Mark Jackson’s Shoes after a Matt Mahoney-style Shoe Surgery

We have a wonderful dog rescue story embedded within our Keys 100 saga. 

Right at the start there was a Rottweiler tied up so tight that he could not lie down or even 
reach his water bowl. Our team member John “Pile Driver” Pyle (see photo and you will 
understand the nickname!) marched right up, pounded at the door at O’Dark-Thirty to 
announce to the owner that either he treats the dog right or we take him. The owner just 
said, “The dog's yours and slammed the door shut.”

John “Pile Driver” Pyle and Jim “Sunscreen” Schroeder Pose in Front of the Crew Van

So we named the dog “Relay, “put him in the van to help crew all 16 hours worth and 
kept him in our hotel room Saturday night. There is a happy ending to this tale as well. 
John and Gabriella took him back to Sarasota Sunday night and Relay spent the night in 
Gabriella's flat. By next day, Gabriella's roommate, Therese, fell in love with Relay and 
convinced her parents to adopt him. And they did! Therese has naming rights so the 
temporary name of "Relay" will soon morph into a new name.



Gabriella Bonds with Our Newest Crew Member “Relay”

On Sunday morning we walked about 3 miles to loosen up a bit, took a dip at Smathers 
Beach, hung around the finish line to watch the Sister’s Team finish the 100 miler in full 
Habit and official black shoes, walked around Duval and enjoyed a "Cheese Burger in 
Paradise" at Sloppy Joe's as shown in this photo.

Relaxing Over “Cheese Burgers in Paradise” At Sloppy Joe’s



Gabriella Befriends a Parrot Along Duval

We finished The Keys 100 in a reasonable condition, apart from the “Enemy Stairs,” at 
Dante’s. We are looking forward to next Sunday and Monday’s run in Matt’s Wickham 
Park Trail Marathon / 50 / 100 / 150 / 200 Mile Fun Run. I plan a breather, holding to 50 
miles in the face of Matt’s goading me into a 100 miler.

The Enemy Stairs at Dante’s --- Good thing that we were only drinking ice water!



All good things must eventually come to an end. After a final must stop photo op at Mile 
Marker 0 we headed home.

Jim, Gabriella and John Pause at Mile Marker 0

It sure was a long drive home Sunday after the awards ceremony at Dante’s, arriving at 
2:00 AM, but no complaints. All Space Coast Runners will agree that The Keys 100 is 
truly one of those memorable weekends one remembers forever and a day.

Bring on The Keys 100 in 2009! We’re all ready to Rock and Roll in Key West next 
year!


